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1. Urban landscapes
by Pierre Bitaud, Pierre Bartucci and Louis Meunier.

At first architecture was on low houses : only one floor and roof covered vith moss and
grass. The walls were made of stone.
That is due to the fact that there are few trees in Iceland and that stone is a quite good
isulation.
Later with the arrival of Danish the Swiss chalet style
became the new trend. The timber was imported.
Great fires put a stop to those timberred constructions
: a law forbade to build new buildings with it in urban
spaces.
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That trend was the one that dominated when
the city grew and so we can still find its
influences nowadays. We still can see lots of
brightly couloured houses, there is a lot of
red.
Even if the modern buildings replace the older
ones made of wood, they still are quite low :
usually 2 or 3‐storeys. There is more pitchey
roofs than flat roofs

With modern architecture we can see a few monuments like Harpa, the concert hall, or the
Hallgrímskirkja church that is shaped after
geysers.

The city has a coastline with different activities, fishing and
tourism… A little bit everywhere, we can meet
representations of elves in alfstadir, who are a places of
elves.

A big movement of street art is present in Reykjavik. On
walls, there are many fresco which represent wolf, bird,
troll… We can think that is an answer at the greyish
weather.
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2. History of Reykjavik
by Gaëtan Gastini, Pierre Varin, Aloïs Corneloup, Alexis
Bertrand and Clémentine Rayne.

Creation :

Ingolfur Arnarson is the first permanent Nordic settler in Iceland, arriving from Norway and
establishing his home in Reykjavík as Landnama, the medieval book of settlements, saied.

The name of the town « Reykjavik » mean « Steam Cove ».

Industry and Trades :

The 18th century saw the beginning of Reykjavik as an urban area. Particularly important
was the abolishment of the Danish monopoly on trade in 1786, which had been been put into
effect a century before.
The 18th century also saw important progress in domestic industry, supported by king Frederic V
of Denmark. Icelander Skuli Magnusson was at the front of this movement, leading the
6

Innrettingar Corporation, centered in Reykjavik. The industries of the Innrettingar included
fisheries, sulphur mining, agriculture, shipbuilding and the wool industry.
The same year Reykjavik was one of the six communities in Iceland that got a special trading
charter and the only of these to hold it permanently in1786, is indeed held to mark the
establishment of Reykjavik as a city.
After 1880 all nationalities could trade there and the position of Icelandic merchants grew
stronger.

Nationalism :

Icelandic national sentiment and ideas of more autonomy, grew in the 19th century. The
general assembly, Althingi, moved to Reykjavik in 1845 from Pingvellir, effectively establishing
Reykjavik as the country’s capital.
In 1874 Iceland got a constitution, and executive power kept moving to the city. The country was
granted home rule in 1904 and its minister was positioned in Reykjavik. In 1918 Iceland became a
sovereign country.
In the 1920’s and 30’s the Icelandic fish industry was strong, sailing mostly from Reykjavik but was
hit hard by the Great Depression, with growing labor and union struggles.
When World War II came along, Iceland was seen as an important strategic point. To stave off an
invasion from Germany, British troops arrived and occupied Iceland, later to be succeeded by the
US army. While Denmark was occupied, Iceland declared full independence in 1944.
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The economic effects of the occupation in Iceland were quite positive, though the army presence
continued to be debated, as well as Iceland’s entry into NATO, which led to a great riot in 1949.

This how the current Reykjavik lived

3. Where to go and what to visit in Reykjavik
by Julien Sempé, Hélène Surmont, Chloé Portanguen,
Carole Gros, Léa Pérez, Clara Courtey, Lorène Gimaret
and Hugo Chambost.
Hikes :
There are many places where we could hike in Reykjavik. First we can discover the hiking trails of
the National Park Thingvellir. There are lot of hiking trails for all levels. We can just walk to
appreciate the landscape or do the most challenging hiking.
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In this picture we can see the rift which divided the tectonic patches of Eurasian and North‐
American. It’s located in the National Park of Thingvellir.
An other park (Snæfellsjökull) is located on the west park of the country. We can walk to
the top of the mountain and see many birds. This hiking trail is done in 4 hours and it’s better to
reserve a guide.

The landscape of Iceland is unique and thanks to hikes we can discover all the wildlife of this
country. Iceland is a large country which offers many other parks and places where we could walk.

Hallgrímskirkja Church :
It can be seen from almost everywhere in the city.
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History :
Designed by Guðjón Samuel in 1937.
Construction of the church began in 1945 and ended in 1986,
with the tower completed long before the rest of the building.
The crypt beneath the choir was consecrated in 1948, the
steeple and wings completed in 1974 and the nave consecrated
in 1986.

What to see :
The church features, most notably, a gargantuan pipe organ designed and constructed by the
German organ builder Johannes Klais of Bonn. It was designed to reproduce powerful notes
capable of filling the huge and holy space. Its construction was completed in December 1992 and
has since been utilized in a variety of recordings.
Standing directly in front of the church, is a statue of Leifur Eiriksson (the first European to
discover America)
The statue, which was designed by Alexander Stirling Calder was a gift from the United States in
honour of the 1930 Alþingi Millennial Festival, commemorating the 1,000th anniversary of the
establishment of Iceland's parliament at Þingvellir in 930 AD.

Opening hours :
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Winter opening hours (october – may) : 09.00 – 17.00
Summer opening hours (june – september) : 09.00 – 21.00

Traditional Icelandic villages
In Iceland some farms literally blend into the landscape. They are distinguished by their roofs,
composed mainly of grass and peat. These roofs are a perfect insulation for outdoor noise such as
wind.
Although these « traditional farms » are more rare nowadays some of them have been converted
into a museum, such as the one in Skogar, and allow the visitor to get an idea of how Icelandic
lifestyle of the time. The farms of Leifur Eriksson in the west of the country can also be visited. We
find this type of roof on certain traditional churches such as that of Vidymiri or that of Nupsstadur
and also on more recent constructions such as this magnificent in the region of Egilsstadir in the
East

The Golden Circle
The Golden Circle (Icelandic: Gullni hringurinn) is a popular tourist route in southern Iceland,
covering about 300 kilometres (190 mi) looping from Reykjavík into the southern uplands of
Iceland and back. It is the area that contains most tours and travel‐related activities in Iceland.[1]
The name Golden Circle is a marketing term that has no roots in Icelandic history.
The three primary stops on the route are the Þingvellir National Park, the Gullfoss waterfall, and
the geothermal area in Haukadalur, which contains the geysers Geysir and Strokkur. Though Geysir
has been mostly dormant for many years, Strokkur continues to erupt every 5–10 minutes.[2]
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Other stops include the Kerið volcanic crater, the town of Hveragerði, Skálholt cathedral, and the
Nesjavellir and Hellisheiðarvirkjun geothermal power plants.
With only a short stopover in Iceland I had planned for a day in Reykjavik, a visit to the Blue
Lagoon and a day trip featuring the highlights of the island. The thing I didn’t know was what those
highlights were. Iceland has a branding issue when it comes to its destinations. Apart from the
capital (Reykjavik), how many people can name another city or place in Iceland?
Even after its most famous volcano erupted in 2010, disrupting the travel plans of millions of
people, can you actually name the volcano? That would be Eyjafjallajökull, which pronounced
approximately like AY‐yah‐fyah‐lah‐YOH‐kuul, doesn’t exactly roll off the tongue like Mount Etna,
Bromo or Vesuvius.
Fortunately once you are on the ground in Reykjavik tour options are abundant. I can’t recall a
country that is better organised for tourism than Iceland is. At the airport there is information on
every tour available on this little volcanic outpost.
By the time the 40 minute bus journey from the airport to downtown Reykjavik was over, I had
picked out the Golden Circle Tour. This tour covers a broad selection of highlights in the Southwest
which can be covered in a whole day, giving you a taste of the land of fire and ice. There are a
number of tour companies that offer the tour, most of which offer the following highlights.
Kerið Volcanic Crater Lake
Think of Iceland and think volcanos. The Kerið volcanic crater lake has its caldera intact and is the
most accessable crater of is type from Reykjavik.
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Strokkur Geyser
Did you know that Iceland gave the world the word Geyser? Geysir is a geyser located at in the
Haukadalur geothermal area. Also in the park is the Strokkur geyser, which erupts every 5 minutes
or so, making it one of the most regular geysers in the world. Most tours stop for over an hour
here, so you will get plenty of chances to see it go off.

National Park Þingvellir
Iceland is home to the worlds oldest parliament, which first sat in 930. This was located within the
Þingvellir national park. The Alþingi (assembly) met here and the Rock of Law was the platform
where speeches were held. The location was picked as it was the most accessible location for
representatives from most of the island, and the rock sits on an acoustic‐friendly location. What
they didn’t know though was that they were straddling two continents.
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While Iceland is politically located in Europe, physically the island sits on the Eurasian and North
American Plate on the the Mid‐Atlantic Ridge. The park features the rift valley which is a sort of no
mans land in terms of continents. This is where the two continents are separating at 2.5
centimetres per year. Home sick Americans can touch this wall (pictured), which is the edge of the
North American continent

Gullfoss Waterfall
The Gullfoss waterfall (“golden falls”) is a classic example of lack of marketing on Icelands behalf.
How many of you have heard of the Gullfoss Waterfall? This should be marketed along with the
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great waterfalls of the world, yet it rarely gets a mention. It has a mercifully Anglo friendly name
so it would be a breeze to promote as well. It is a sight to behold.

This tour takes a whole day and there is a number of tour companies offering this tour. If you are
doing a short stop‐over and would like to confirm a tour in advance, book the Golden Circle Classic
Trip at Viator.
You can also include a tour to the Blue Lagoon afterwards (which is highly recommended doing
while visiting Iceland.)
This tour starts and finishes in Reykjavik. For places to stay search for hotels in Reykjavik.
https://www.re.is/flybus#Schedule
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https://www.enterpriserentacar.is/en_US/car‐rental/editorial/reykjavik.html

Aurora borealis

Iceland is an island north of the Arctic Circle with many places ideal for observing Northern Lights.
But how to find them? When can we see Northern Lights in Iceland?
I guess you could say Icelanders are lucky when it comes to the Northern Lights. Indeed, we can
see many aurora borealis and this for more than 8 months a year: from the end of August to the
middle of April.
In reality, the Northern Lights occur all year round, but we can observe them, like the stars, only
during the dark nights in the clear sky. In summer, as the sun does not set, the Northern Lights in
Iceland are not visible. You can reverse even the midnight sun.
Just a few kilometers away from Reykjavik you can observe them in an optimal way. You can also
see from the city center, their lights are just less intense..
As of August, the night returns in Iceland. You can then see the Northern Lights in Iceland, as soon
as the sky is quite dark and the weather conditions are favorable. This helps if the night is cool and
if you can see the moon that will help you spot them.
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You can see the polar aurora until April everywhere in Iceland during the dark nights. Let yourself
be dazzled by the beauty of the sky and the aurora borealis.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to predict in advance if you will be able to see aurora borealis
during your trip to Iceland, this phenomenon being related to the weather conditions that often
and quickly change in Iceland. The more you stay in Iceland, the more you maximize your chances
of having a dark sky, cleared with activity.

Watch whales and birds in Iceland
Iceland is a beautiful country where we can see an amazing wildlife more specifically Marine
mammals : Cetaceans (Whales and dolphins) and pinnipeds (Seals) as well as different species of
different habitats birds. Some species of birds are migrator and the others stay on the same place
all the year.
About the birds, In Iceland it’s possible to observe a large population of species at the same time
and at the same place.
BIRDS
Differents types of species are available in Iceland :
‐

Birds of sea cliffs (Like Puffins)

‐

Gulls and related sea birds
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‐

Waterfowl (like Common Snipe)

‐

Migratory birds passing Iceland in spring in autumn (Like Winter Wren)

MARINE MAMMALS
In Iceland it is possible to watch different species of whales and dolphins which stay in Iceland
during the year but which turn around the Iceland. It’s not possible to see the same species in the
same place all the year.
The whale is a real economic asset in Iceland. Since 2003, Iceland has resumed whaling for
scientific purposes with a quota of 200 minke whales.
Since October 2006, the country has seen a resumption of commercial hunting, which had ceased
in 1989 with a quota for 9 fin whales and 30 minke whales by 31 August 2007. Fishing does not
concern real whales and endangered species, but the subject remains sensitive and arouses many
debates.
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Icelandic waters, like those of the Arctic seas, are particularly rich in plankton and other krills,
whose whales are fringing and host various species of whales

FIN WHALE
Size: up to 26 metres
Weight: up to 80 tonnes
Speed: up to 30 km/hour
Fin whales are the second largest whale species after the blue whale, therefore the second largest
mammal on the planet. They stand out not only for their size but also for their immense blow that
reaches upwards up to 9 metres. They are are sometimes referred to as razorbacks due to their
distinct ridge along their back behind the dorsal fin.
They are on the IUCN’s red list of endangered species but have, even so, been commercially
hunted in Icelandic waters. The Icelandic government justifies this hunt as regional status
assessments show that there has not been a decline in the abundance of North Atlantic fin whales
since the IUCN refernece point in 1920.
Fin whales are not commonly seen on whale watching tours in Iceland, occasionally in the north
and south in the summer months (May/June to August/September) and in autumn south of
Iceland (Reykjanes peninsula/Grindavík).

HUMPBACK WHALE
Size: up to 17 metres
Weight: up to 30 tonnes
Speed: 27 km/hour
A fully‐grown humpback whale’s weight is almost equivalent to the weight of seven to nine fully‐
grown elephants.
The pectoral fins (flippers) are approximately one third of the animal’s body length, thus
distinguishing it from other whales. In addition, humpback whales have distinctive long knobbly
flippers; the bumps on their flippers are called tubercles and these assist them in forming tighter
circles around their prey in the water.
The black and white pattern on the underside of the tail fluke is as unique as a fingerprint and
enables scientists to distinguish individual whales. Male humpback whales sing very long and
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complex songs when they are in the breeding grounds and recent studies suggest suggesting
singing in the sub‐arctic waters around Iceland in winter as well.
Humpback whales are among the most active and acrobatic species of whale. They are most
commonly seen on whale watching tours in north of Iceland in summer months (April/May to
September/October) although they’ve increasingly been seen in the south as well in late winter
(January/February‐March/April).
WHITE‐BEAKED DOLPHIN
Size: up to 3 metres
Weight: up to 180‐300 kg
Speed: 20 km/hour
White‐beaked dolphins are a robust species of dolphin with a short beak. They are characterized
by their short thick creamy‐white beak and very falcate (curved) dorsal fin.
Iceland is one of few places where you can see this charismatic species as they are only found in
the North Atlantic Ocean, North Sea and Barents Sea. They bo w ride, breach (leap from the water)
as other dolphin species do; however they are not considered to be as agile as some species.
They are abundant all around Iceland throughout the year and commonly seen on whale watching
tours but most commonly seen in large pods with their calves in late winter (February/March).

HARBOUR PORPOISE
Size: up to 2 metres
Weight: up to 70 kg
Speed: 23 km/hour
The harbour porpoise is among the smallest of cetaceans, with a low, dark, triangular dorsal fin
and small rounded head. It is difficult to observe unless conditions are very calm, and is often wary
of boats. Porpoises are usually alone or in small groups. They
often make a sharp puffing sound when surfacing to breathe
(and in some places are known as Puffing Pigs).
They are abundant all around Iceland throughout the year but
most commonly seen on whale watching tours in summer
months (March/April to September/October).
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SPERM WHALE
Size: up to 20 metres
Weight: up to 50 tonnes
Speed: up to 30 km/hour
The sperm whale’s name derives from the spermaceti organ in its head. The famous whale of the
novel Moby dick was a sperm whale. They are the largest of the toothed whales. One third of
their body’s length is their head, which contains sperm oil, prized for centuries and used to light
lamps, for medicinal purposes, as a lubricant and for cosmetics.
They mainly feed on squid and are thus usually found in very deep waters. Because of the depth
they reach they can remain submerged for up to an hour.
Sperm whales are most commonly seen on whale watching tours from west Iceland in late spring
and early summer (April/May to August/September) although they’ve also rarely been seen in
north as well (Skjálfandi bay/Húsavík). The sperm whales around Iceland are males or bulls.

ORCA
Size: up to 8 metres
Weight: up to 8 tonnes
Speed: up to 50 km/hour
Killer whales, also known as orca, are the largest member of the dolphin family.
The famous killer whale, Keiko,was captured in Icelandic waters in 1979. After performing in
marine parks Keiko became a film star in the 1993 movie Free Willy and he was eventually
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reintroduced to the wild in Icelandic waters in 1998. Another famous killer whale, Tilikum who was
heavily featured in the documentary Blackfish (http://www.blackfishmovie.com/), was captured in
Iceland in 1983 to perform in marine parks. Since 1988 no killer whales have been captured in
Icelandic waters.
Given their social behaviour killer whales are not at all suited for captivity. In the wild, killer whales
have a global distribution and live in large, family groups called pods, which stay together for life
and may develop their own unique dialect. In captivity, dorsal fins may collapse due to stress,
however, a male orca that is not in captivity has a dorsal fin that can grow as tall as 1.8 metres.
Killer whales are commonly seen on whale watching tours in west of Iceland in winter months
(November/December to March/April) and early summer (April/May to June/July). They regularly
seen south of Reykjanes peninsula and around Westman Islands in summer as well but there are
no scheduled whale watching tours run in the area. Occasionally they’re seen on other areas through
out the year.

Hot springs :
This land is localised on a ‘’hot spot’’ of the earth with heavy geothermal acivities.
In Iceland, we can also find glaciers all over the country. Ice and fire are mixed in the ground, that
creates many hot springs and geyser every where in the island.
If the name of a city, or a place contained « hver » which means « hot springs », there is
probably a natural pool in proximity. Like as « laugar » which means « hot bath ».
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LE BLUE LAGOON It is the name of a geothermal station localised on the South- West
of Iceland, at 40 minutes of
Reykjavik. It is the most famous
Iceland hot spring.
It’s unfortunately expensive and very
busy.

There is another type of hot springs, like as « Laugafellslaug » a free place but non‐prepared and
lost in the nature.

Laugafellslaug

Diving :
There are lots of diving sites in Iceland, Gullfoss & Geysir, Strytan,Gardur, Kleifarvatn, Davidsgja,
bjarnagja etc… and the nearest of Reykjavik is Silfra, one of the clearest wetr on earth.
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Silfra, is a fissure between two continents. It is known as one of the top dive sites in the world for
two main reasons :
First, the Silfra fissure is a crack between the North American and
Eurasian continents, meaning that you dive or snorkel right where
the continental plates meet and drift apart about 2cm per year. Silfra
is the only place where one can dive or snorkel directly in the crack
between two continental plates.
Secondly, the underwater visibility in the Silfra fissure is over 100
meters, which creates an
underwater experience that will
rarely, if ever, be surpassed. The
reasons for this astounding
water clarity are twofold: the
water is cold (2°C – 4°C year
round ) as it is glacial water from
the nearby Langjökull and this
water is filtered through porous
underground lava for 30‐100
years until it reaches the north
end of Thingvellir lake, seeping
out from underground wells.
The Silfra water is as pristine as
water can get and you can drink
it at anytime during your dive or snorkel.

The Silfra fissure consists of four sections : Silfra Big Crack, Silfra Hall, Silfra Cathedral, and Silfra
Lagoon. We plan our dives and snorkel swims so that we are able to see all Silfra sections in every
Diving Silfra Day Tour and our Silfra Snorkeling Tour. We enter the water from a platform with
steps leading down. If you are diving, the maximum depth of the your dive in Silfra will be 18
meters, but the average depth of the dive is between 7 and 12 meters.
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The National Park Thingvellir has been declared a UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE both for its
cultural and historical significance as well as natural and geological uniqueness. It is well worth it
to join our Golden Circle Day Tour to further explore Thingvellir on land. Moreover, if you have
friends or family accompanying you on your tour but do not wish to get in the water themselves,
the area around Silfra is full of lovely walking trails that lead through this fascinating place.

Caves near Reykjavik
Thrihnukagigur : the huge
magmatic chamber
The sleeping volcano of
Thrihnukagigur is truly a unique
natural phenomenon. With the
necessary equipment, an excursion
was created to bring you into an
incredible new world.
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Víðgelmir cave :
Víðgelmir is the largest of all caves in Iceland,
148,000 cubic metres, and one of the largest
lava caves in the world. It has beautiful ice
formations and deep inside there are lava
stalactites and stalagmites.

4. Rural landscapes
by Valentine Cabanel, Manon Cambas, Manon Gomez
& Gimenez, Dimitri Laurent, Agathe Bonnefoy and
Lucie Veille.
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Heiðmörk
Bus Routes:
5, 19, 28
Heidmörk became a
conservation area in 1950 and
derives its title from its namesake in
Norway. The
district
forestry
service manages
the
area,
including its 18-mile long gravel
road network and the Raudhólar
nature reserve.
More than four million trees have
been planted there since 1950 and
the already existing vegetation has
thrived since the area was fenced off. The most prominent of the 26 species of trees
planted is the Sitka spruce. Those fascinated by the more feathery residents of Reykjavík
will be pleased to discover that 30 species of breeding birds have also been spotted.

Seltun geothermal field
Difference in altitude: 100m
Duration: 1-2h
Departure: parking on the side of road
42

This short hike 55 in a geothermal field is an enchantment. We walk among the mud pots,
geological formations with surreal colors. A circuit with wooden footbridges makes it
possible to go around the site in complete safety. Enjoy your passage in the corner to
admire a few kilometers away the sumptuous lake of Kleifarvatn with its black lava beaches.
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Birdwatching
Vertical rise: 90m
Duration: 30 minutes on site
Departure: Nupskatla farm by road 870
This hike 24, short and easy for toddlers, is in
a corner renowned for ornithologists. There
are thousands of birds nesting on rocks rising
out of the water and on the red cliffs. One
could see puffins, fanned bassans, penguins.
This site is away from tourist areas. We were
alone to admire these thousands of birds!

Farms
5.
Traditionally, the roof of Icelandic farms was
covered with peat, insulating very effectively
during the winter. Today, Icelandic houses
are made of wood and tin but you will
probably encounter some of these small
dwellings.

6.
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The Almannagja fault

With a bridge that crossing the fault wich separates the
continental plates

Cattle
Iceland is famous for is cattle like the
breeding of sheep or Icelandic Horses.
(Wild Cattle Island National Park)

Black sand beach
Just next to Reykjavik
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The metallic Dakkar
And his old port

5 .Town and countryside
by Germain Vital, Nicolas Noël, Eva Fernandes and
Sean Mc Grath.

Reykjavik is the capital of Iceland. It’s Situed from 250 km from the arctic circle, between
two fjords on a bay. It’s the most populated city of Iceland with 120 000 inhabitants. If we add the
agglomeration that goes up to 2 third of the island’s population : 200 000
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It is in Reykjavik that the political, industrial, commercial, and cultural activities of the country are
concentrated. Reykjavik is a scattered city. Most of the urban area is in the form of low‐density
suburbs and the dwellings are usually individual. The residential districts are also separated by the
main arteries of the city. This urban structure was created spontaneously, because of the tastes of
the current inhabitants. For a few weeks in winter, daylight only arrives for four hours and in early
summer nights do not exist. The first Norwegian settlers arrived in the area of Reykjavik taken by
Ingólfr Arnarson in 874.
The eighteenth century marked the beginning of the urban expansion of Reykjavik. Towards the
end of the period of absolutism, after centuries of exploitation by the Danes, new rules favor the
emergence of a domestic industry which allows a necessary progress to the island.
In the 1750s, several houses were built to house the wool industry which would become
Reykjavik's largest employer for several decades. Other trades were also practiced such as fishing,
sulfur mining, agriculture and shipbuilding.
In 1786, the Danish Crown abolished its trading monopoly and granted the six communities of the
country, including Reykjavik, an exclusive commercial charter. The right to trade is, however, still
reserved for Danish crown subjects, and Danish traders continue to dominate Iceland's trade
during the following decades. After the establishment of free trade in 1880 for all nationalities, the
influence of the Icelandic merchants in the business life rapidly increased.

Iceland Cultural Heritage Museum
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The nationalist movement with the idea of an independent Iceland gained momentum during the
nineteenth century. In 1874, Iceland drafted its first constitution and obtained limited legislative
powers. It obtained executive power in 1904. On 1 December 1918, the country moved from a
Danish colony to a sovereign state known as the Kingdom of Iceland in personal union with the
Crown of Denmark.
In the 1920s to 1930s, the fishing industry developed, with cod as the main product. But towards
the end of 1929, the Great Depression struck the city and many conflicts between corporations,
sometimes violent, arose.
On the morning of May 10, 1940, British ships entered Reykjavik to protect the island of the
Germans. However, this allied occupation is not recognized by the country which considers itself
neutral in the conflict. British and American soldiers build bases in Reykjavik. The number of
foreign soldiers in Reykjavik is, at one time, equivalent to the current population of the city. The
economic effects of the occupation are very positive for the city and mitigate the effects of the
Great Depression. The British build the Reykjavik airport, and the United States Keflavík
International Airport, about 50 km from the capital.
On June 17, 1944, Iceland was declared an independent republic, breaking the last institutional
links that the country maintained with Denmark. A president elected by popular vote replaces King
Christian X, while the Prime Minister exercises executive functions.

Cathedral
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In the post‐war years, Reykjavik's growth accelerated. The rural exodus increases the urban
population, the mechanization of agriculture reducing the need for labor in this sector and
improving the living conditions of the Icelanders. Urban planning is changing very significantly with
the construction of residential areas on the outskirts of the city. Financial technology and the
information sector are now significant activities of the city. A policy of redevelopment of the
waterfront is currently being carried out, and the Harpa concert hall and congress center is the
first example.

6 Industrial landscapes
by Romain Speller, Dylan Vical, Pierre Verdier,
Charlotte Vernezy, Emma Beguet and Lenny Boulogne.

1) Aluminium in Iceland

The Iceland landscape is very beautiful, we can see volcano, mountains. Nature and
biodiversity is very important to preserve, but it is threatened by the industries. Indeed, Iceland
is a place were there are a lot of type of resources :
‐
‐
‐
‐

Geothermal energy
Water energy
Wind energy
Aluminium energy

But one of them represents the majority of the
production. Iceland aluminium’s production
represented 15% of economic country
generation. It causes a lot of buildings and
changes the landscape. The biggest company
is named ALCOA. Their business in Iceland is so
important that they can create dam and
change the watercourse of a river whithout
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objection from politcians. Aluminium production uses 2/3 of the electricity, and it has a very
negative effect on the environment. To
create aluminium, they need to use many
chemicals elements such as fluor. But this
element is not recycled and ALCOA
rejects it in the river, and causes the
destruction of the river’s biodiversity.
As we said earlier, aluminium
production needs a lot of electricity.
In 2006, a project lead by
ALCOA was to create the biggestmanufacture in iceland, in the bottom of the great glacier named Vatnajökull.
The project was also to create a dam for ALCOA whose all this electric production will go for the manufacture,
and none for the population.
Besides the fact of change the watercourse and pollute the river, this industrie is slowly bringingthe disparition
of the biggest glacier in Europe.

2) Geothermal energy

Iceland is crossed by the ocean ridge, creating a connection of geological activities in
the heart of the Icelandic landscape. But Iceland has been able to use this constraint to make
an asset favorable for his economic development.
Hveragerdi is a city located next to the capital Reykjavik and it’s the only city in Iceland to use
geothermal energy to grow different plants. For this, large greenhouses heated by geothermal
energy were invented and put in place.
These different greenhouses allow a reproduction of different fruits and vegetables
impossible to grow outside because it is very cold there. For example, this allowed Iceland to
be the largest banana producer in Europe.
In all of Iceland, geothermal energy is found in artificial and natural baths. Natural baths are
due to the water that comes from a hot spring and is heated by a geothermal boiler (the
thermal energy comes from that of the Earth).
Most natural baths are not used as Jacuzzis because the water is too hot. However, these
baths have different utilities, such as the alimentation of power plants.
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In Iceland, geothermal power plants are extremely common and their main source of energy.
From an economic point of view, it is very interesting despite the cost of the installation and
research to find a good place (including several necessary drilling) because then they can
produce a lot for a very small cost.
In all regions of Iceland, particularly in Arnessysla wich is one of the hot regions of Iceland, the
heating is partly geothermal. A geothermal heat pump is used for this goal. In the case of a
single house, they captured the energy in the superficial layers of the soil to a few tens of
centimeters or of the subsoil to a few tens of meters of profondity. It is necessary to install a
thermodynamic system (heat pump) to raise the temperature level because otherwise it
would be between 10 and 15 ° C.
The different hot zones in Iceland:

Iceland has been perfectly able to use geological
activities economically in relation to the points
discussed previously but also thanks to the tourism
developed around Icelandic geology such as
geysers, hot baths, craters, volcanoes...
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7. Food and drink
by Corentin Turchet, Thomas Vesin, Jules Fert, Jessica
Lafon, Laura Lakehal and Amandine Kirsch.

FOOD
The gastronomy is essentially composed with, potatoes, mutton and fish.
A typical dish :

Salted :
Kjötsúpa (traditional meat soup) :
In Iceland, each family has its own recipe. None is the
same! The following recipe is a variation as authentic
as possible. The measurements are given as an
indication but free to you to taste as the preparation
to obtain the soup that you will like the most. The
absolutely necessary ingredients are marked with an
asterisk.

Randalin : Icelandic Rhubarb Cake
Randalin is a traditional Icelandic cake that often makes
its appearance at Christmas time. This cake can have
two appearances: a white cake consisting of 4 layers
and rhubarb or plum jam between them or a brown
cake with a butter cream between the layers.
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The hangikjöt (smoked mutton) :
We eat this hot or cold sheep meat with
potatoes and peas. The hangikjöt is served in
or cold slices, traditionally with potatoes in
béchamel sauce and peas or in thin slices on
bread.
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hot

Swetened :
Rye bread :
It is a cooked bread that is usually eaten with dried
sheep sausage. Rye bread occupies a prominent
on the Icelandic table.

fish,
place

Rúgbrauð Bread :
But bread that we buried near hot springs to cook it with
geothermal energy is something other than your crusty
bread roll. On the other hand, attention, this thing is known
to make fart, to the point of being nicknamed "pain-thunder"
by the premises.

Hjónabandssæla :
It is a most effective rhubarb cake
ravished after a meal based on
and fish.

and must be
testicles of sheep
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Klejner
The kleinurs are typical Icelandic donuts
deliciously perfumed with cardamom. They
usually eat naturally but you can also soak them
in a
chocolate frosting

Pönnukökur
These pancakes are quick and (fairly)
easy to make, and how you serve them
depends on the occasion. Rolled up
with sugar, they make an excellent
addition to afternoon tea (or coffee,
depending on your preferences).
Spread with jam and folded up with
whipped cream, they are a delicacy fit for festive occasions.

Did you know ?
Iceland is committed to protecting the environment and sustainable development
through its Origin Green program, which aims to reduce waste, eliminate nonrecyclable materials, protect the diversity of species
It has organic restaurants in ISLAND such as "Petersen svitan" and organic farms
like "woofing" in Iceland.
They produce vegetables, chutneys, jams, vegetarian steaks, flour, barley ... which
they sell to restaurants and supermarkets all over the country.But organic is more
expensive there about 0,80 €.
Icelanders like organic and especially value their salmon and their animals (sold very
tender).
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Drink
In Iceland we can find Forty eight Vínbúðin (Alcohol Shop) in iceland, is the only
place for buy alcohol (except beer) , the legal age for drinks in Iceland is twenty Years
old.

You can find various types of Drink :
Reyka Vodka: Many would claim this Icelandic vodka is the best in the world. The
water used to make Reyka comes from a 4,000 year old lava field.
Brennivin is an Icelandic schnapps made from fermented potato pulp and flavoured
with caraway seeds. The word brennivín literally translates into burning wine, and it
certainly has a strong and distinct taste. It was nicknamed the black death.
Reputation as the alcoholics’ drink
Iceland’s love affair with licorice has spawned extensive varieties in every shape,
form and flavor: chocolate-covered licorice, licorice ice cream, licorice laces with
marzipan centers and even chewing gum the flavor of salty licorice. In many drink,
the primary ingredient was the licorine.

Whale beer :
The Icelandic micro-brewery Stedji has produced a
number of ales flavoured with different parts of
whale, including Hvalur 2, a brew infused with dried
whale testicles; Stedji's beer has proved popular in
Iceland, although the company has been criticised by
conservationists

Good places
Svarta Kaffid :
It is a small restaurant serving soups in a very particular recipient… a loaf of bread !
The soups can be made up of fish and meat, but there are also vegetarian soups.

Kaffivagninn :
In a marine atmosphere this restaurant offers fish crustaceans as well as soups, the
atmpsphere is friendly, vegetarian are welcome in this place.

Lebowski Bar :
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Bar with an original decoration. In this bar you can find allusions to the film, if you
have not seen it, this bar will remain a superb place with an atmosphere of madness

8. Festivals, sports and music
by Célia Tranchat, Alexendra Meyer, Silvin Chaize,
Juliette Berthet and Margaux Pellin.

'Sumardagurinn fyrsti'
In the Northern Hemisphere the Summer Solstice, which is around June 21, marks the
beginning of summer. And, the Fall Equinox, which is around September 23rd, marks the
end.
However, in Iceland the official first day of summer (Sumardagurinn fyrsti) comes quite a bit
earlier. In Iceland the first day of summer is the first Thursday after April 18. This is an
ancient holdover from the Old Norse Calendar that split the year into two seasons, winter
and summer.
This holiday is celebrated on first Thursday after 18 April. This means it always falls between
19 April and 25 April.
Known in Icelandic as 'Sumardagurinn fyrsti', this holiday is an Icelandic flag day and marks
the arrival of the first day of summer.
Given the climate in Iceland, it might seem strange that summer comes so early to Iceland.
However, in Iceland the old Norse calendar was in use by the first settlers to Iceland in the
9th century and it divided the year into only two seasons, vetur (winter) and (sumar)
summer.
Created in 1994, the Sonar Festival has been internationally expanding since 2002 to offer a
unique concept : a program combining the latest cultural trends with the latest music trends
in the world. Of 90 countries meet and make this event a unique festival not to be missed.
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The first day of summer was traditionally celebrated on the first day of Harpa, the first of the
six summer months. It may also be called 'Girl Day' or 'Maiden Day' as the month of Harpa
was associated with Girls.
While it is unclear whether the Norse considered the first day of Summer or the first day of
Winter to be the start of the year, it is likely that the date in April was the start of the year.
This would link with similar traditions of April being the start of the year in other parts of
Europe.
The first day of Harpa corresponded to 14 April in the modern calendar. The current date for
the First Day of Summer was determined by the church as it is technically deemed to be the
second Thursday after the Saint’s day of Pope Leo I (11 April)
Secret solstice festival
is a relatively new music festival in the Reykjavík music scene, and in previous
years names like Radiohead, OMAM, Deftones, Wu Tang Clan and Die Antwoord
have performed there
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Blues Festival in Reykjavík

Among the best jam sessions in the Northern Hemisphere! The Hilton Reykjavík
Nordica hotel welcomes young blues talent from Iceland, Europe and North America
for live concerts.
When: April 8 to 13, 2017
Website: Blúsfélag Reykjavíkur?

Sprengidagur, Bolladagur and Öskudagur in Iceland
The Mardi Gras (Bolludagur) (February 28, 2017) is the day before the Mardi Gras,
that is to say on the fat Monday, called Sprengidagur or "Monday of the cabbages",
one is satisfied of salted meat, peas and cabbages. ), We taste soups with peas,
salted sheep, pastries: donuts, brioches, bolluvondur (sticks made of choux pastry),
bolllur (cabbage filled with cream) ...? Ash Wednesday (Öskudagur ) (March 1,
2017), disguised children make the shopping tour by asking for sweets and singing.
They surreptitiously clothe the garments with little ash bags to make jokes. This is an
Icelandic version of Halloween.
When: February 27 to March 1, 2017

Sport in Iceland

Island is a little country and the consequence for the sport is the small offer. The main sport
is the football with 21 000 practicing members. For the football in Island, there are many
facilities like the complex for the foot indoor. In this complex it is possible to play football all
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the year. The Island participated for the first time at the UEFA European Championship in
2016.

The islanders play rugby but there are just three clubs and the practicing members play from
March to September.
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In Island, we find 11 skiing or 74,8 kilometers skiable.

In Island, there are a lot of snow but the ice sport isn’t
developed, there is not very hockey.

There are only three athlets and a team who won a tittle:
• Vilhjálmur Einarsson in triple jump, silver medal on the Olympic game of Melbourne in 1956
• Bjarni Fri∂rikssón in judo, bronze medal on the Olympic game of Los Angeles in 1984
• Vala Flosadóttir in pole vaulting, bronze medal on the Olympic game of Sydney in 2000
• Island team of man handball, silver medal on the Olympic game of Pekin in 2008

In Island, there is a cultural sport, the glima, an islander traditional wrestling which came from
the Age of Viking.
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